
Choir notes lesson three 

Dsafdsfadjk1;lkajdf TIES AND DOTS  Dsafdsfadjk1;lkajdf 
 

MUSIC NOTES: REVIEW & NEW. To this point we have learned FOUR note types:    

         
       WHOLE NOTE            HALF NOTE     QUARTER NOTE        EIGHTH NOTE  
         4 Beats long           2 Beats long         1 Beat long          ½ Beat long 
 

These basic notes are very common in music, but they are just that –  very basic.  But are there 
notes for sounds that are 3 beats long?  5 beats long?  ¾ of a beat long?  The answer: YES! 
 

One of the musical symbols that allows us to make notes of different values is called a TIE.  A 
TIE is a curvy line that adds two or more notes together to create one longer sound.   
 
The TIE symbol is drawn connecting the head of one note to the head of another, physically 
tying the notes together into one on the page.  Ties are like music glue.  Below are some 
examples of tied notes: 

       

        Half Note tied to Quarter           Quarter tied to Eighth  
  2            +           1        =  a 3 Beat sound  1   +  ½    =  a 1 ½ Beat sound 
 

You can also tie more than 2 notes together at a time.  Consider these examples: 

=  5 Beat sound=  12 Beat sound 

Notice each note is tied to the next one using multiple ties.  You might think it would be simpler 
to put a single curved line around all the notes like this: 

   OR   

BUT a single curved line that connects many notes at once is A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT 
MUSICAL SYMBOL, with an entirely different meaning!  (They are called SLURS and mean to 
sing smoothly).  
 

 

TRIVIA TIME OUT: Musicians NEVER draw ties to connect rest symbols.  Can you think of why? 
 
 

A second way to create different note lengths is by adding a DOT beside a note.  

Examples:               
 
 
 
A DOT beside a note means to increase that note’s value by ½ of what it already is.  



Dotted notes are a very common and important part of music and rhythm.   
 

=             =            

DOTTED HALF NOTE = 3 Beats  DOTTED QUARTER NOTE = 1 ½ Beats 
Since a Half Note is 2 beats long, a   Since a Quarter Note is 1 beat long, a  
DOTTED HALF equals 2 + half of 2.   DOTTED QUARTER = 1 + half of 1.  
 So a dotted half note = 2 +1 = 3 beats.   So a dotted quarter note = 1 + ½ = 1½ beats. 

All RESTS can be dotted too, i.e.    DOTTED QUARTER REST    = 1 ½ silent beats.  

            DOTTED HALF REST   = 3 silent beats.   
 

Now that you know about TIES and DOTS in music, it is time to learn to count rhythms with 
these symbols.  A couple simple rules will help you: 
 

Counting TIED notes:  Count normally. Use dashes to connect numbers of tied notes.  If asked 
to clap the rhythm, hold the second note of a tie instead of clapping it.    

4 

                                     1           2  - 3    -     4                 1           2    -      3          4 
 

Counting DOTTED notes:  Count normally! The general rule to remember when counting with 
dotted rhythms is – The DOT represents the NEXT beat number.   
 

To illustrate, let’s count with DOTTED HALF NOTES.  Remember- they equal 3 full beats:   

4 

In the first measure, look at the DOTTED HALF NOTE.  Count 1-2 for the HALF NOTE portion.  
The DOT represents the NEXT beat number, 3. So write the number 3 and draw a dash to 
connect it back to count 2. The DOT in this case= 1 full beat. Thus, the eighth notes start on 4.   

4 

               1 – 2 – 3        4      +               1           2 – 3 – 4  
 

Counting with DOTTED QUARTER NOTES can be a little trickier.   
 
Most often, a DOTTED QUARTER NOTE will start ON BEAT, end OFF beat, and be followed by an 
EIGHTH NOTE.  To count DOTTED QUARTERS, just remember 2 things:  

1.) The DOT represents the next beat number (like with dotted half notes). 
2.) The DOT in a DOTTED QUARTER = only ½ beat long! 

 

Consider the following measure, which is a VERY COMMON pattern using a DOTTED QUARTER 
followed by and EIGHTH NOTE: 



    

To count this pattern:  
1.) Write the numbers 1-2 under the Dotted Quarter Note, to show it lasts for all of beat 1, 

and the first half of beat 2 (since a DOTTED QUARTER = 1 ½ beats in 4/4 time).  
2.) The EIGHTH NOTE starts HALFWAY THROUGH Beat 2 – in the direct middle of it (NOT on 

count 3).  The EIGHTH starts on the “AND” of beat 2, so you write + or & under the 
EIGHTH NOTE.  

3.) This leaves beats 3 and 4 for the HALF NOTE, and the measure is complete.  ANSWER:  

 

                    1 –  2       +          3 – 4 
 
You can apply the same logic to patterns where a DOTTED QUARTER begins on count 2, or 
count 3 of the measure.  Also remember to use parentheses on DOTTED QUARTER rests.  
 
Other EXAMPLES of rhythms using DOTTED-QUARTER & EIGHTH NOTE RHYTHMS:  
 

  
                     1-2             3-4         +     (1)      2-3       +        4            (1-2)        +  3-4          + 
 
 

PART II: MUSIC TERMS.    
TEMPO is the speed of music.  It is a measurement of the number of beats happening per 
minute.  Some common TEMPO terms: 
  

Allegro = Fast, 120-160 bpm (beats per minute) rit. (or ritard.) =   Slow down gradually.      
Moderato = Moderately, about 100 bpm.   a tempo = return to the original speed.  
Adagio = Slow & stately, about 60 bpm.   accel. (accelerando) = Speed up gradually. 
  

You’re likely to see one of these words on the first line of every song we sing. These terms 
come from the Italian language!  There are many others you will learn as well.  

 

PART III: SOLFEGE & MELODIES. 
Good singers learn how to SIGHT-SING, which means performing a song from printed music at 
sight without ever hearing it first.  It is similar to how you can hear the words in your head 
while reading.  You know how they sound and how to say them, even though you do not 
actually hear them out loud.  You can learn to do the same with music, believe it or not!  Sight-
reading ability is a crucial skill to develop, but as you can imagine it does takes time!  You are 
just beginning this journey, so be patient with yourself and others.  You’ll get better and better!  
 
Remember the STAFF is a graph to show musical pitch – notes placed on HIGHER lines and 
spaces on the music STAFF are higher in pitch than those notes placed on LOWER lines and 
spaces.  This fact combined with Solfege knowledge can help you begin Sight-Singing.  
 
 



 
Below are MAJOR SCALES written on STAVES (plural of STAFF!), with solfege syllables written 
underneath each note. 
 
 
 
           Do   Re    Mi   Fa   So    La    Ti    Do       OR                D     R     M     F     S     L      T     D 
 
Notice how the notes of a scale alternate as LINE NOTES or SPACE NOTES.  
 
Remember the note that is DO can be different in different songs.  Look at these for example:  
 
      OR 
 
           D       R      M      F       S       L       T                 D    R    M   F     S     L     T    D 
 
Eventually you’ll learn how to tell what note is DO.  For now Mr. Spear will always give you DO 
and your challenge will be to figure out the rest.   
 
If you know ONE of the Solfege notes in a song, then you can assign Solfege Syllables to every 
note in the song, by counting up and down lines and spaces. TRY THIS EXAMPLE:  
 

If the first note of this trio is a MI, what are the other two notes?   ANSWER:  Count up the lines 
and spaces to determine Solfege for them, imagining the missing notes along the way.  

 =&=t==v==y=  =&=tuvwxy=       =&=t==v==y=    

       EX:    MI    ?      ?                   MI (fa) SO (la) (ti) DO       ANSWER:   MI        SO       DO  

 
Most songs will use more than the 8 notes found in a single OCTAVE (8-note range) of the 
major scale.  That means that notes higher than “high Do” and lower than “low Do” are LIKELY 
to be found!  To figure them out in solfege, just keep counting up or down lines and spaces.  
EXAMPLES:  
 

Some notes might go HIGHER than HIGH DO:  &==g==h==i==j=--=k== 
           LA      TI    DO    RE     MI 

Some notes might go LOWER than LOW DO:  &==h==g==f==e=--=d== 
         MI      RE    DO    TI     LA 
 

http://www.music.vt.edu/musicdictionary/appendix/scales/scales/G Major Scale.jpg
http://www.music.vt.edu/musicdictionary/appendix/scales/scales/G Major Scale.jpg
http://www.guitar-theory-in-depth.com/images/c-major-scale.jpg
http://www.piano-lessons-central.com/image-files/f-major-scale.gif


Because the syllables can keep going beyond DO, it is sometimes helpful to think of the Solfege 
Syllables more of as a wheel than as a straight line.  It’s time for WHEEL… OF…. SOLFEGE! 
    
 

                   WWHHEEEELL  OOFF  SSOOLLFFEEGGEE  
                         DO                         When a NOTE goes UP –  
             TI           RE   follow the Wheel of Solfege CLOCKWISE.  
                        LA            MI       When a NOTE goes DOWN –  
                  SO          FA    follow the Wheel of Solfege COUNTER-CLOCKWISE 
 
 

      So  
To put Solfege Syllables on a real melody, follow the same process of counting up and down the 
lines and spaces and using the Solfege major scale words.  Remember it is OK to go higher than 
HIGH DO and lower than LOW DO.  Just keep going! Here is a real melody in Solfege:  
 
EXAMPLE:  
If the first note of this  
song is DO, count up and 
down the WHEEL OF SOLFEGE        D         D    S        L    DML              F          F    L        S    T    R    S   
to figure out each note!  
 

TRIVIA TIME OUT!  Ever wonder where the 
Solfege Syllables came from? They come 
from an Ancient Catholic hymn called “Ut 
Queant Laxis” which is in Latin. The first 
note of each musical phrase in this hymn 
starts on the next higher note of the scale 
than the one before it.  The first phrase 
started on the 1st note of the scale.  The 
second phrase starts on the 2nd note of the 
scale, and so on.  Look at the words in RED, 
which are the first words of each phrase and 
you’ll see some familiar syllables.  Which 
ones are NOT the same as the Solfege 
Syllables we use today? 
 
Image source: 
http://livelaughandlovewithmusic.blogspot.com/2012/06/solfege-
what-is-it-and-why-does-yamaha.html 
 

 
That’s it for CHOIR NOTES LESSON 3 
  
CLICK HERE to Watch Video 3  
Make sure to complete Assignment 3 and  
Take your Quiz by the DUE DATE announced in class! 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.donaldsonworkshop.com/baraboo/songwriting/example/example_melody1-4.jpg
http://livelaughandlovewithmusic.blogspot.com/2012/06/solfege-what-is-it-and-why-does-yamaha.html
http://livelaughandlovewithmusic.blogspot.com/2012/06/solfege-what-is-it-and-why-does-yamaha.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuoPql5mrBw


Name _____________________________________        Class:  ______   Date: ____________ 
 

MR. SPEAR’S CHOIR NOTES: ASSIGNMENT 3 
 

A. MATCHING.  Match the terms on the left with the definitions on the right by writing the 
letter of the correct answer on the blanks.  

 
1. _____ TIE      A. The speed of music, measured in beats per min 
2. _____ DOT    B. Medium musical speed 
3. _____ DOTTED HALF NOTE   C. The process of reading music you’ve never heard 
4. _____ DOTTED QUARTER NOTE  D. Its length changes depending on what kind of  
5. _____ ALLEGRO          note it is by 
6. _____ MODERATO    E. Means to gradually slow down 
7. _____ ADAGIO    F. Means to gradually speed up 
8. _____ TEMPO    G. A musical tone lasting for 3 beats in 4/4 time 
9. _____ RITARD    H. Connects two note heads to form a longer sound 
10. _____ A TEMPO    I. Return to the original speed of the music 
11. _____ ACCELERANDO   J. Slower musical speed 
12. _____ SIGHT SINGING   K. Fast musical speed 

L. A note most often followed by an eighth note 
 

B. MUSIC MATH. Add the values of the notes and rests below in 4/4 time and write the 
sum on the blanks: 

1.      ______  4.                   _______ 

2.     ______  5.     _______ 

3.     ______  6.     _______ 

 
C. DOTS & TIES PUZZLE. Draw a series of NOTES and TIES to create a SINGLE SOUND of 

the length described.   Use the number of ties and notes given in the problem.   
Use at least one DOTTED NOTE in each answer.  

EXAMPLE:  5 beats – use 2 notes + 1 tie.    Answer:            
1.  4 beats – use 2 notes (one of them dotted) + 1 tie
 
2.  7 beats – use 2 notes (one of them dotted) + 1 tie 

 
3.  2 beats – use 2 notes (one of them dotted) + 1 tie 

 
4. 4 ½ beats – use 2 notes (both of them dotted) + 1 tie 

 
5.  9 beats – use 3 notes (one of them dotted) + 2 ties 
 



D. SHORT ANSWER. Fill in the blanks below. 

1. When counting with dotted notes, the dot represents the next _____________.  

2. You can TIE notes together, but you’ll never see ___________ tied together.  

3. What is the function of a TIE? _______________________________________________ 

4. How many beats does a DOT last? ____________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Compare and Contrast the terms “DOT” & “TIE”. ________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Explain how to determine Solfege syllables for a melody, if you know 1 note. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 
E. SOLFEGE & RHYTHM. For each melody below:  

a. Write Rhythm Counts UNDER each note of the melody 
b. Write Solfege syllables UNDER each of your rhythm counts. DO is given to you.  

1.         =&=4=i====o===!==W===f======G==E==!==V,===F==E==d==!==W·====J==i===. 

  DO 

2.         =&¢3=jº========!==U====V====W===!==X====V·=====D=!===e¶==========. 

     D 

3.         =&=ª2-=Tµ====F==!==X====9-==I=!==W¸=====I==!==[====Z===!==k====. 

         D 

4.         =¯=3=Ç=[»===L=!=Ê=Y====9=G=!=È==W===V==!==V===e========.  

  D 

5.         =¯æ=0=Z====[====\¼=====J=!==h¹=========W==!==V====:¸======G==Z=-=. 

     D 

6.         =¯=Ú=4=T==:==X==Y=!=Z==X==[»===K!=X==l====[=!=Z==I=J=[==\=!=;¹===[=. 

       D 
 
F. COMPOSE a 4-bar rhythm below that uses at least 2 dotted notes.  Add Rhythm Counts.              

 
 
 


